
NOTE: A LOT OF INFO HERE THAT THE PRESENTER NEEDS TO REDUCE AND 
CUSTOMIZED TO THE AUDENCE BEING PRESENTED TO. 

C & C 
FORGIVENESS IN RELATIONSHIPS 

Intro Describing the Evening. 

Discuss topic of forgiveness in relationships this evening.   All views are welcome.  If you don't 

personally agree with a viewpoint some holds, please offer your thoughts in a non-derogatory 

manner.  Please feel free to speak up.   

My particular world-view, or perspective that I try to approach life with (admittedly imperfectly) is 

that of the Christian perspective, most accurately, as defined in the Bible.  If you have questions 

about this view, feel free to ask.  No matter what I believe, nor how valid I think my beliefs 

might be, my goal is not to make certain that you see things my way. 

Intro Forgiveness 

As I share my opinions and thoughts about different questions, I don't want you to view me as the guru 

whose answer it THE answer.   

Forgiveness - revolves around resolving conflict.  Because I'm leading this discussion does not mean I 

have it together morally in my life or that I have no problems w/ conflict.  I may be worse than many 

in this area.  I've had successes and failures past & present.  So, I'm really up here just as someone 

who has been doing some study in this area recently & want to share some of it. 

Take five minutes and read through your reaction sheet.  Hopefully this will stimulate some memories 

and experiences you've had w/ forgiveness.  Jot down a few comments if you wish and then we'll 

start the discussion.  

"Based on your present understanding of forgiveness, how important do you 
think it is to be able to forgive and why?" 

 Impact of conflict on the relationships, impacts work, other relationships, eats you up - thought-

life becomes absorbed, etc. 

 Conflict is inevitable because of the imperfections that we all have.  Even if you have 

everything in common with a friend or spouse - from personality to interests & hobbies, you are 

still going to make mistakes. 

 W/O forgiveness - every relationship is doomed to unresolved conflict & eventual failure. 

It is the figurative glue that holds together intimate bonds. But it is elusive. 

Forgiveness is among the most difficult of human undertakings; unfortunately most of 

us have no idea how to forgive each other or even if we should attempt to do so.   

Beverly Flanigan, "War Crimes of the Heart", Psychology Today; Sept/Oct 1992 



Doctoral students at the Kellogg Foundation discussing whether moral people 

were required to forgive even a tyrant like Rudolf Hess -- READ p. 39 Left 

column. 

Gary Rosberg, "Worth the Keeping" Don't allow a lack of forgiveness to destroy 

your relationships:"  Worldwide Challenge - Sept Oct 1992   ...forgiveness is the 

key step in resolving conflict.  W/o it you are trapped by your anger.  W/o it you 

cannot experience the healing that accompanies the reconciliation of two hearts once 

again tender toward each other. 

Neil Clark Warren, Ph.D., Make Anger Your Ally, (Brentwood, Tenn: Wogemuth 

& Hyatt, Publ. In. 1990)  Of his five principles of managing anger - for those of us 

who struggle - his 5th principle is the necessity of forgiveness otherwise will rehash & 

re-arouse anger:  Benefits -- it sets you free from the past; significantly reduces the 

total amount of anger you will experience in your life, only once per incident; it allows 

your mind -- conscious & unconscious -- to focus on the present & that leads to more 

effective & rewarding living; it sets your relationship with another person free to grow 

& develop. 

Jared Pingleton, The Journal of Psychology & Theology, 1989 Spr Vol 17(1),  

Forgiveness is necessitated whenever one sustains a violation of their sense of 

justice or fairness.  What think about that? 

OPPOSING:  Suzanne Retzinger - book - Violent Emotions: Shame & Rage in 

Marital Quarrels - presents the damage done in conflict is to our social bond which 

ties two people together.  The repair of that bond by new techniques in conflict 

management is all that is necessary to have a successful relationship. 

How would you define forgiveness? 

Let's turn to the back of the reaction sheet and work on our thoughts about forgiveness based on relating it 

to other concepts. 

Two things that surprised me as I researched this area of forgiveness 

1)  There aren't a ton of things written on this subject and this was verified by an article I ran across 

that said there aren't a ton of things written on this subject. 

1988, Shontz & Rosenak observed that, no formal psychotherapeutic schools of 

thought today provide direct insight into the the process of forgiveness. 

2)  Peoples' understanding of forgiveness varies.  One of best ways to deal w/ a topic where there are 

diverse opinions is to compare and contrast concepts that are similar. 

Forgiveness is the method by which people in intimate relationships let each other 

"off the hook" for various acts of ruthlessness and unkindness.   Beverly Flanigan, 

War Crimes of the Heart, Psychology Today 



[good question: ] Forgiveness is a rational process. Flanigan, "War Crimes of the 

Heart" 

Jared Pingleton, "The Role & Function of Forgiveness in the Psychotherapeutic 

Process, Journal of Psychology & Theology - Giving up the right to hurt back. 

Warren, Make Anger Your Ally, says forgiveness is Leaving your past behind.  

Forgiveness cancels the debt of the undeserving.  Allender, "Bold Love." 

Gary Rosberg, "Worth the Keeping" Don't allow a lack of forgiveness to destroy 

your relationships:"  Worldwide Challenge - Sept Oct 1992   Forgiveness is giving 

up resentment.  It is giving up your right to get even.  It is letting go of the power of 

retaliation.  It doesn't mean we do it easily.  Forgiveness isn't about ease; it is about 

releasing the iron grip that resentment builds in us.  It means that through the power 

of a Father who modeled giving up what was His, His Son, we learn to let go.   

 

Philip Yancey wrote some profound words about forgiveness in the April 18, 1991 

issue o Xianity Today magazine - Forgiveness breaks the cycle.  It does not settle all 

questions of blame & justice & fairness: to the contrary, often it evades those 

questions.  But it does allow relationships to start over.  In that way, said 

Solzhenitsyn, we differ from all animals.  It is not our capacity to think that makes us 

different, but our capacity to admit wrong and forgive.  Only humans can perform that 

most unnatural act, and by doing so only they can develop relationships that 

transcend the relentless law of nature. 

Websters New Universal Dictionary, Forgive: to give up resentment against or the 

desire to punish; to stop being angry with; to pardon. 

Suzanne Metzinger, "Violent Emotions: Shame & Rage in Marital Quarrels, 

(Sage Publ. Newbury Park, 1992).  She's the one I quoted as never mentioning 

forgiveness at all in the reconciliation that follows conflict, rather that each partner 

must learn new techniques of conflict management and the social bond between the 

two will be healed & strengthened.  Study based on several case studies.  In one, she 

cites a spontaneous moment of de-escalation occurring in David & Colleen's quarrel 

& the anger was reduced...the wife apologizes, the man is at a loss for words, the 

mood changes further as the wife apologizes a second time and the conversation 

shifts to reflective analysis of their situation.  She decides "Connectedness is a 

balance between separateness and togetherness - seen in language of connection & 

long mutual gaze -- (trying to define in a social/ behavioral context only -- not that 

these aren't necessarily part of the process). 

Distinctions and relationships 

 Is there a difference between forgiveness & reconciliation? 

If there is, what is the advantage of such a distinction?  (conditional vs. unconditional - depends on 

another vs. doesn't depend on another) 

Reconcile - 



Webster - to make friendly again or win over to a friendly attitude, to settle a 

quarrel, etc. 

It means to enter back into a relationship with someone.   

Allender sees a difference between Forgiveness & Reconciliation 

Dan Allender, Bold Love, A second key to restoration is withholding forgiveness 

from an unchanged person while pursuing reconciliation.  Many will no doubt say, 

"Forgiveness is absolutely unconditional; it does not depend on the response of the 

offender; it is a gift from the offended."  I agree.  Forgiveness cancels the debt of the 

undeserving.  But forgiveness is also passionately expectant.  We cancel the debt in 

order to invite the offender to return from the pigpen & join us at the banquet 

table...But entry is conditional.  

Pingleton equates the two though states you can make some progress on your own -- 

One of the most difficult obstacle remaining to the task of forgiveness occurs when 

the other parties are unable or unwilling to reconcile the severed relationship.  

It(reconciliation) requires the willing participation of both parities.  Still one must 

forgive as fully and deeply as possible for their own good. 

Forgiveness is easier is the other person desires it & reconciliation also. 

What would it take to experience reconciliation? 

Trust -  

Jean Christian Lambert, The Human action of Forgiving: A critical Application 

of the metaphysics of Alfred North Whitehead"  Forgiveness deals w/ personal 

injury...implicitly take the injury with complete seriousness. 

Robert c. Roberts, "Mental health & the virtues of community" Journal of 

Psychology & Theology, 1991, Winter.  Discusses Nagy who puts forward the 

contextual theory of family therapy -- Nagy's position on trust - implies 

trustworthiness.  Trustworthiness will include a lack of certain defensive behaviors & 

attitudes, which in turn create distrust in others. 

Roberts states as his own position that trust must sometimes be given when you 

are not entirely certain that the person is trustworthy to that extent. 

 How does forgiveness and passivity relate? 

Passivity:  

Webster - Unresisting; not opposing; receiving or suffering w/o resistance 

Why would anyone ignore the harm that someone has done to them? 

Is this a necessary element of forgiveness? 



What impact would passivity have on the relationship?  On the injuring party? 

Lambert, "The Human Action of Forgiving" Passivity may immorally obscure the 

judgment that the injury has been done; the injured may be concealing resentment as 

well as minimizing the importance of the account.  Also, condoning an injurious action 

either appears to approve the injury or to deny its extent or its importance. 

Pingleton, Unexpressed bitterness and resentment may be even more insidiously 

harmful to interpersonal relationships.  Self-righteous, defensively sullen, and easily 

threatened individuals tend to become distrustful, rigid, and overbearing with those 

around them.  Or the might go the punitive guilt route -- instead of projectively blaming 

others for the loss of violation, the guilt-ridden individual internalized blame toward 

self-hatred and punishing oneself. 

Augsburger in 1991 says, When forgiveness denies that there is anger, acts as if it 

never happened, smiles as though it never hurt, fakes as though it's all forgotten, 

don't offer it.  Don't trust it.  Don't depend on it.  It's not forgiveness -- it's a magical 

fantasy.   

Do you agree -- are there certain things which you can forgive w/o interacting with the other 

party at all? -- Hypersensitivity, etc. 

 In essence, you're pardoning them. 

Parenting and biblical concept of discipline is a good one - obviously healthy for the injured party 

and the injuring party. 

How does this square w/ the idea of giving up the right to hurt back? 

 Does forgiving someone necessarily mean you forget what they've done? 

Webster - Forget 

To lose the remembrance of; to let go from the memory; to fail to recall; to be 

unable to remember. 

What does forgiveness look like and how do we learn to forgive if have 
difficulty? 

Roberts, Xian position regarding having the security to forgive & continue 

building relationships -- Christian realism about the likelihood of finding security with 

in the bounds of earthly relationships reveals the need of a trusting relationships with 

One who is trustworthy even when all else in life has fallen apart. 

Agree or disagree? 

Pingleton, One fails to forgive others if they do not forgive themselves.  Also 

stated by Pattison in 1965. 



Warren offers several necessities for forgiveness 

 Deep sense of inner security which allows you to set yourself & someone else free without your 

feeling less sure of yourself. 

 A keen sense of awareness of our own wrongs -- in general & perhaps in this conflict 

specifically.  It's hard to start in the face of our own shortcomings and ve very critical of 

another. 

 Sufficient inner thinking which carefully develops the "case for forgiving another" -- complete 

with a full recognition of he contributions forgiveness can make to your own sense of 

happiness. 

Where is our thought life?  We said it's probably impossible to totally forget -- but a sign of 

forgiveness would have to include - Not ruminating. 

4 ELEMENTS OF FORGIVENESS 

 I choose to give up the right of retaliation 

 I choose to speak well of the other 

 I choose to treat them as a fellow human being -- usually includes expressing forgiveness 

 I choose to take time to think about positive aspects of them. 

Flanigan, Forgiveness is a rational process...For some people who have tried al 

the methods of balancing the scales, nothing seems to be enough. No punishment will 

restore the relationship to its original state.  no resources will seem equal to the ones 

that the injurer took.  Nothing will stop the anger or unremitting hatred.  There is 

nothing left but to move forward to the final action of forgiving -- Choosing to forgive -- 

meaning that you no longer expect that the person who injured you owes you 

anything...When you have done this, you must continue to look forward, not back.  

This in not to say you don't recall things in the past.  You simply choose not to dwell 

there. 

Good conclusion: Pingleton (which was a comparative study of theological 

and psychotherapeutic perspectives on forgiveness states - All authors agreed 

that there is more to the process than the social, spiritual and emotional components -

- vital though they are.  They realize the fundamental necessity of the cognitive and 

volitional elements of forgiveness.  An individual must make a decision to continue the 

procedure without which the work of forgiveness remains incomplete or superficial.  

Perhaps the most crucial factor these systems share in common is their absolute 

requirement of accepting and working through the pain and hurt.  There is no shortcut 

to healing and growth, and there exist many obstacles along the pathway. 


